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‘Reservoir thinking’:1 or the ‘problem’ of contradictions
I have read with much interest the article ‘The Contradictions of Participatory Architecture and Empire’ by Tahl Kaminer, (arq 18.1, pp. 31-7). The author uses a well-established method of argumentation: he sets up an hypothesis, namely, ‘[…] that a major cause of inconsistencies and idiosyncrasies in the work of a loose group of politically committed architects is no other than Hardt and Negri’s Empire’. As a good scientist, Kaminer supplies his readers with all necessary material so that they themselves conclude that the hypothesis is well taken and true.  
	This is, in fact, a good intellectual exercise that confirms the validity of combining deductive and inductive reasoning. The author ‘proves’ his hypothesis in a ‘top-down’ deductive process by deploying a ‘bottom-up’ deductive argumentation; a ‘specific observation’ regarding the activities of a loose group is used to infer a ‘general statement’ concerning the contradictions of participatory architecture. The transition from the ‘observation’ to the ‘statement’ is effectuated by tracing the contradictions of Empire that according to Kaminer provides the grounding of the ‘loose movement in question’. As the author sets off to unravel the book’s contradictions, he himself remains ‘grounded’ to a specific approach to history as the transmission of ideas and the tracing of influences.  
	Kaminer seems well aware of the importance that the contradictions’ ‘hide and seek’ holds for the history of ideas. Although not interested in the ‘hide’ aspect, i.e., ‘to discover from what point of view contradictions can be dissipated or neutralised’; 2 he is rather concerned with the ‘seek’, i.e., exploring ‘at what level contradictions can be radicalised and effects become causes’.3 He actually dismisses the importance of the book (as lacking theoretical rigour due to its intrinsic contradictions4) only to recognise the Empire’s effect and turn it into a cause.5  Hence, the contradictions he observes in the statements/practices of the ‘loose group of political and socially committed architect’ are traced back to the book in which their theoretical position is grounded. 
	But if contradictions were the ‘problem’, then they work well as a ‘cover up’ of important issues involved and never discussed properly in the article. It is worth reminding here of the double meaning of the word ‘problem’, as something to put before our eyes to examine and as a cover up behind which one takes shelter to remain protected. It seems that by setting up the problem of contradictions at the core of his analysis, Kaminer craftily constructs a device under which he takes shelter and his argumentation remains safeguarded.
	Throughout the text, he seems determined to put a straitjacket to a difficult to tame subject-matter. Namely: how can we understand the intensive presence of a different way of doing architecture that emerged outside the confines of formal education? It was in fact manifested almost as a ‘matter out of place’ and initially ignored, even scorned, by the established architecture educators and practitioners alike. And how the initial threat of contamination was shiftily twisted around and ended up as an appeasing immunisation of the profession?6 Can these issues be discussed or understood by pointing out inconsistencies of a loose group due to inconsistencies in a book? In other words, can this article take its readers outside the close-circuit of an academic intellectual exercise? This might appear an irrelevant question at first but it might give us a glimpse of how an academic article can deflect and neutralise important issues intertwined with its subject matter, and could turn our attention to the ways information is circulated and knowledge is produced.  
	Leaving aside Empire and its painstaking analysis of contradictions, let’s turn to the thorny problem of the ‘loose group in question’ and its contradictory statements/practices. What could have been the implications if the author, instead of working within the history of ideas to identify causes of contradictions, had chosen to take up the challenge to consider contradictions as ‘objects to be described for themselves’?7  In the latter case, a detailed mapping of contradictions and irregularities could provide an understanding of the discursive practice within which they are constituted.  So what do we learn about the ‘loose group’, which the author makes a paradigmatic case in order to infer his general statement about the contradictions of participatory architecture? 
	Apart from a few scattered names, we learn, in fact, very little or nothing about the individual members or groups that make up this particular ‘formation’. We are given scarce and very general information on few gatherings in which the individuals/teams participated. The readers are implicitly expected to know, or it is taken as granted, that they can easily get information on the names of individual/groups or institutions; the author makes them stand as the representatives of another way of doing architecture, for they already fall within the ‘distribution of the sensible’.  
	Kaminer’s loose group was, from the beginning, accommodated institutionalised in international university master-classes and biennales; it was the alternative to the star individual architects that were quickly going out of fashion, especially after the 2008 real estate crash in the US and the financial crisis that swept optimism away and took many countries by storm. The case study that opens the article as a paradigmatic case of politically committed architects was none other than an international master class at the Berlage Institute. Thus the participatory movement Kaminer describes was normalised and operated within safe confines. To make this ‘loose group’ stand for a ‘movement of participatory architecture’ is a frivolous and rather problematic approach to start with. It takes more time and effort to discern the ‘invisible’ agents of a different way of thinking about architecture and its practice who didn’t, and still do not partake in this specific setting of the ‘distribution of the sensible’. The financial crisis that took many countries by storm, inevitably asked for a rethinking of political and ‘social’ issues and led to the emergence and proliferation of various groups and activities. 
	The author rightly detects within his ‘loose group’, whatever that is, the revival of the ’68 radical approach which ‘failed previous generations’, he points to contradictions in mixing radical and neoliberal views and refers to an initial critical but naïve moment that was quickly corrupted and turned into nuanced positions and professionalism. It is telling that Kaminer chose to comment on the work of just one member of his loose group of ‘politically and socially committed architects’ at the very end of his article; he mentions the ‘vertical gymnasium’ generic design project (repetitively applied to different contexts and cities) by Urban-Think Tank (U-TT), and finds it difficult to ‘identify their proposition as more “social” than any other architectural design of our era.’ 
	Just to remind here, that the U-TT office is run by Professor Alfredo Brillembourg and Professor Hubert Klumpner who also hold the chair for architecture and urban design at ETH; most of their professional projects are conducted with students in the ETH design studio setting.8 U-TT acquired fame by winning the 2012 Venice Golden Lion for their Torre David project. This entailed the documentation of a former half-finished financial tower owned by the Brillembourg family which has been turned into a vertical squat in the centre of Caracas, Venezuela. The U-TT work celebrated informality and Alfredo Brillembourg was crystal clear when he formulated his views on ‘city retrofitting’ in the following interview:
Have you ever heard that lots of cities use interim solutions before development later came to a more sophisticated stage? What do you think happened in Lower Manhattan? That was squatting my friend. Lower Manhattan was squatted with all the artist lofts. There were illegal squats; they set up electricity illegally. What did it become? The hottest area in all of New York. They later got evicted. What I’m saying is just think about it as an interim use.
Our ideas and notions of property in use are way too archaic, [from the] 19th century. We’ve got to come up with more flexible systems that do not equate to socialism or anything like that, just equate to realities of our cities.
Who’s got the capital to buy that tower and retrofit it with a five-star hotel and office? I don’t know, maybe someone from a Chinese bank or something can do it […] that could be a solution. But then with the payments they better build these guys housing.9
	And guess what? On 22 July 2014, Reuters reported that the ‘eviction of 3,000 squatters from the Tower of David is proceeding peacefully’ and the squatters ‘are being provided with new homes south of Caracas’.10  The next day, U-TT uploaded a statement that they closely follow the news of the Chinese investment and the eviction process.11 Cities have always been in a condition of flux, and it seems the work of the U-TT succeeds in facilitating or accelerating the pace of change. By making the squatting condition stand out, and showing the poor’s enjoyment of informal economy and breathtaking views from their makeshift ‘informal’ homes, U-TT was successful in attracting the Chinese investor who paid the squatters to leave the centre. Informality though is the name of the game, either for the poor or for the rich, and it can be sold as design with local social concerns that serve the financial interest of global operations. 
	In the autumn of 2013, within their ETH design studio, U-TT ‘struck a deal’ of some hundred thousand Euros to set up a project named Re-activate Athens: 101 Ideas. In crisis-ridden Athens, the amount paid to U-TT by the Onassis Foundation in Greece was rather a provocation. Alfredo Brillembourg looked with contempt at the rich field of independent initiatives, collectives and organisations which didn’t conform to his ‘political’ ideals of recombining Marx and Friedman in retrofitting Athens. He was thus unsuccessful in securing a local ‘cover up’ organisation to fake the appearance of a bottom-up approach.12
	Alfredo Brillembourg had no problem, however, getting cheap local labour. In addition to his fee, he had asked for and was given a fully equipped office furnished with ‘dying for their one minute of fame’ young unemployed Greek architects. The office in the centre of Athens operated under private security guards. U-TT created a sterile environment where his local cheap labour force had prearranged meetings/events, held discussions with like-minded fellows or conducted interviews/questionnaires with selected representatives of the ‘run down’ categories of Athens inhabitants who were asked to produce 101 ideas for reactivating Athens.13 The project’s intention was to provide a bottom-up like gloss to a highly disputed project; Re-activate goes hand-in-hand with the Re-think Athens project which aims at the creation of a new city centre by turning a main artery of the city into a pedestrian zone.14 An ‘exodus’ of the Athenian poor into the periphery is, however, a far more complicated issue than it was in the case of Torre David.
	How can we understand the current highly visible and promoted architecture practices that masquerade as bottom-up ‘social’ activities and create a false impression of standing in for a movement of participatory architecture? To discuss the reasoning of Urban-Think Tank and other similar cases we might need to eschew the type of ‘reservoir thinking’ that detects contradictions and inconsistencies where there might be none. 
	Another way to conduct theoretical research might be needed; one that does not hold us captive in the quest for explanations and the tracing of contradictions back to their origins. Then we could become like Agamben’s contemporaries,15 able to discern a paradigm shift unfolding. We might observe that our cities have already changed and segregation has already happened. What would be our conception of the urban – if any – and of architecture theory and practice if we dared to look at urban nomads settling as monads wide shut?16 To put it differently, if we leave aside the standard conceptual apparatus of architectural categories of ‘space’, ‘public’, ‘participation’ and their apparent current ‘state of fluidity’, we could possibly discern an ongoing accumulation of self-enclosed urban devices designed and produced by and for capturing the resources of their context without giving anything back. 
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